2016 Rocky Mountain 1200k July 24-29 2016
The Rocky Mountain 1200 was one of the toughest rides I've ever done, yet one of the most satisfying.
2016 was the 9th iteration of the Rocky, which happens every four years. This year, there was a revised route; a reverse
direction with some minor course revisions. Many of the repeat offenders said that the new counterclockwise direction was
tougher than the old route; I wouldn't know, as this was my first crack at the RM12.
The ride starts and ends in Kamloops, a city of some 85,000 people in the eastern part of BC. Kamloops is a near desert area
with little summer precipitation and sagebrush and cactus - unusual for Canada. The route heads east to the Rocky Mountains
along the Alberta/British Columbia border and follows the spine of the Rockies north to Jasper, then diagonally back to
Kamloops again.
As befits an event organized by a large club with a storied history, the registration process online and the communication before
the event was very well done and the rider kit pick-up, the day before the event, was very professional and seamless. As I was
later to find out, there were more ride volunteers than riders this year, with registration numbers down significantly from previous
iterations; there was much discussion of the why's during the ride.
The three Nova Scotia Randonneurs attending the 2016 RM1200 - Tony Kelly, Dave Ross, and myself - cycled down to the
registration pickup, early in the afternoon the day before the ride began. We had our bikes checked for lights and reflectivity and
safety, then collected the registration kit and ride jersey. We hung around for a while chatting with other riders then headed
back "up the mountain" to our accommodations at the Thompson Rivers University dorms to pack gear for a 5AM departure.
We showed up Monday morning at 4:45AM to get our initial brevet card stamp and to listen to the pre-ride announcements, then
at a minute to five, the riders headed off to a fanfare of cheers and cowbells. The route headed east out of town for a couple of
kilometers then turned off the main road up a climb through the Barnhartville Road, a pretty rolling valley in the hills just south of
the Trans Canada Highway. The initial climb up from the TCH spread out the riders quite a bit; Dave and I hung with a group
that was pacing with the Dixon’s tandem until the first controle at Spalumcheen. Our average speed at this time nearly 30km/hr,
we opted to let the fast ones go and proceeded at our own pace for the rest of the ride.

Tony, it turns out, had dropped back with a couple of tire punctures and we weren't to see him on the road for the rest of the
ride. Dave and I had decided to ride together for the first day and ended up riding together for the most part for the rest of the
ride... although I was considerably slower on the climbs than Dave, he got his rest at the top of the hills. More about that later.
After Spalumcheen (near Vernon) the course followed Highway 97 for a while then branched off on a beautiful quiet and
relatively flat road heading northeast to Sicamous. There was a light rainshower for a few minutes, just enough to be
refreshing. The road into Sicamous follows the shoreline of a beautiful lake. At Sicamous we made the mistake of stopping for
soup and coffee at the most disorganized Tim Horton's I've ever seen; a twenty-five minute wait for a bowl of soup!?! I was
ready to leave but it finally showed up, we gulped it and headed back out. The course thereafter followed the TCH for much of

the rest of the day. Although there was a wide shoulder, this section was relatively unpleasant riding, with transport trucks
roaring past one's left elbow every minute. Temperatures were in the low 30's C, hot but not unbearable.

The terrain was gentle until Revelstoke (second controle) then began to climb toward Roger's Pass (4364') with some ups and
downs along the way. The further east we went, the higher and more spectacular the surrounding mountains became. The final
push up to the Pass was long but not particularly steep (6% to 7%); the summit was most gratifying to reach, at the 300km point
in the day.

There was a food stop just after the summit, which was a welcome stop for food and a chance to add layers for the 1500 foot
screaming descent off the Pass. After some more climbs and descents, we turned on the lights as darkness fell and rolled
southeast along the river valley into the town of Golden, the 390km point and the primary sleep controle for most riders. Dave
and I arrived there at 10:20PM Pacific time (which was actually 11:15 local time as we had crossed time zones at Roger's
Pass). After an excellent supper at the controle we headed off to the Econo-Lodge for three and a half hours dead sleep.
4:15AM came a little too soon for me but up we got, headed back to the controle for breakfast then continued on the route just
before sunrise. The day began with a long climb up to Kicking Horse Pass (elevation 5339') which was somewhat unwelcome
but pretty spectacular in the morning shadows, as the sun began to illuminate the mountain tops then gradually worked its way
into the valleys. After crossing the Pass, a very short descent led into Lake Louise, the next controle for another breakfast and

resupply for the long push up the Icefields Parkway. Again, the controle volunteers were thoroughly wonderful and the food was
excellent.
After stripping down and applying copious sunscreen, Dave and I headed out for the toughest part of the ride but also the most
spectacular; the twin summits of Bow Summit (el 6790') and Sunwapta Pass (el 6677'). We headed out onto the Icefields
Parkway, which is fortunately banned to transport trucks but was still relatively busy with cars and campers, with 230km to go
until Jasper, our next planned sleep stop. The winds were light to nonexistent as we climbed up past brilliant turquoise lakes
beneath towering snowcapped mountains on both sides of us. It was quite thoroughly fantastic.

The push up to Bow Summit was an 80km gradual uphill with ups and downs; then a pretty fantastic 2000' descent down to
Saskatchewan River Crossing, where there was a busy gift shop/convenience store/takeout where we stopped for snacks and
water. A headwind began to manifest itself which was most unwelcome for the next push up to Sunwapta. The pavement also
went to hell with cracks across the shoulder every two to three feet, just what you want after 650km, slam slam slam.

Finally, summited Sunwapta and descended down past the famous Columbia Icefields which were still pretty impressive but a
mere shadow of their former glory; at least I got to see them before "climate change" melts them away completely. Partway
down the descent was another controle at Beauty Creek at a roadside stop. By now it was late afternoon and beginning to cool
down, and fortunately the headwind abated as well. The last 90km to Jasper followed a river valley for the most part, trending
downhill.

Thirty km outside Jasper we stopped to turn on the lights as darkness fell, with the final glow of sunset illuminating some clouds
from underneath as well as some showers falling from said clouds. Five km later we stopped again to don rain jackets and
chaps as the showers made it down to ground level; it rained fairly steadily for twenty minutes or so as we pushed toward Jasper
on some lovely brand new pavement in the dark. We pulled into Jasper at pretty much exactly the same time as yesterday,
10:25PM Pacific time, after a very tough 320km. A most welcome supper at the controle was followed by a drive over to the
shower facility at the rec complex then back to the controle to bed down. I knew I needed more than three hours tonight so
Dave and I agreed on a 5:30 wakeup. I was dead to the world within minutes.
I woke up with a start to look over to see Dave gone and most of the other mattresses empty too, and panically consulted my
clock to find that it was ten to five. I dressed quickly and went to breakfast. Dave had awakened early and got up a while
before; meeting Tony who was just arriving at the controle. I wolfed some breakfast and we resupplied the bikes and headed
off at 5:30AM.
Today was to prove to be a substantially more gentle day than the previous two, which was pretty welcome. The road followed
a river valley much of the day, trending downhill. It was fairly chilly for the first couple of hours, I was cursing myself for leaving
my wool gloves in my drop bag the previous day, but gradually the sun rose and made it to the valley floor and it began to warm
up. Dave pushed on ahead as I stopped for photos. After 90km I passed Mount Robson, which was pretty much the most
spectacular of the peaks along the course; at just under 13,000 feet, it's the highest peak in the Canadian Rockies. Thirty km
later I came upon the first controle of the day at Valemont, where Dave caught up to me, he'd stopped at Mount Robson for
some food.

The day was already very hot, in the low thirties C. As we continued along the course it got hotter. The surrounding mountains
were still impressive but not so much as yesterday. The course had some climbs and descents all day but mostly short and the
route continued to trend downhill. Mid-afternoon we stopped at a roadside creek and took our shoes off and stuck feet into the
ice cold water for a while... aaah! After another push up to Messiter Summit, we had a sweet descent to Avola and continued on
to the controle at Clearwater at the sportsplex, arriving there after 300km around 8pm. We decided to push on to the next
controle at Wells Gray Park, which was an out-and-back 50km with an 800 foot climb at the start. We wolfed some supper and
headed off at dusk up the climb, arriving at the controle at 10:30, very surprised to find out that we were only the third and fourth
riders to make it there! After a bite to eat with the controle volunteers (who were in for a long, cold night...) we headed back to
Clearwater, suppered, showered, and slept for three hours.
When we arose to break fast, there were still riders arriving at the controle who'd ridden all night. Breakfast was absolutely
fantastic, sausages with scrambled eggs and bacon and fried potatoes and green peppers and onions. Wow. Onto the bikes at
5AM for the final 123km push into Kamloops to finish. The forecast was for +36C in the afternoon which is why we had decided
to get Wells Gray out of the way last night. The morning was cool, about +10C for the first while then gradually warming up. We
decided not to stop at the only store stop along the way at Barriere and pushed onward. My right ankle was now beginning to
complain bitterly about the excess of mileage so I began to favour it, taking the climbs slowly, surely much to Dave's disgust,
and pedalling much of the last 40km using primarily my left leg.
The road all day from Clearwater to Kamloops followed the North Thompson River, trending downhill but with a few bumps here
and there. The truck traffic picked up as we approached Kamloops and it began to get hot. The highway sign "Welcome to
Kamloops" was greeted with much pleasure, but there was still over 20km to go to the finish line. The road widened into a
divided highway, fortunately, as the last 10km was very busy. Finally we turned off the highway, crossed the big bridge over the
Thompson River into downtown, and made our way into the finish line at 10:10AM. Several riders were already in, hanging out
awaiting more arrivals. Turns out we were the seventh and eighth riders in, for a finish time of 77 hours 10 minutes, which was a
little quicker than I had anticipated but I was glad to get off the road before the afternoon heat, it was already 27 degrees at
10AM. That finish line beer tasted really good!
Thanks to Dave Ross for towing me around the course and being patient with my slower pace on the climbs, and a big
congratulations to Tony who arrived at the finish line at 6:15PM after surviving four flat tires and that afternoon heat! And a huge
congratulations to all of the ride organizers and volunteers from the BC Randonneurs who put on a world class event. Well
done!

